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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Since the concept of sovereignty is introduced on Treaty of Westphalia in 

1648, states highlighted the international system. Action-reaction interaction 

performed by states characterized it1. The anarchical situation had put state to be 

alert of another’s behavior, whether it becomes threat or conduciveness to its 

existence. In the other word, thereby, military and security was predominant topic 

in international relation. Military capabilities were associated with national 

interest. Most of the states thrived increase its own capabilities in order to survive 

and increase its political advantage toward others state. The confrontation 

between two states or more, in destructive manner, can lead into war. In this 

condition however, had invoked the tragedy in humanity. Millions of people 

became victims of war. Most of them were killed and tortured; meanwhile the 

others suffered the aftermath of war such as homeless, hunger, and illness. The 

two world wars in 1914 and 1939 had emerged the awareness of the catastrophe 

effect of states military confrontation. The competition nevertheless will lose 

conflicted parties regardless who in the end becomes the winner. 

After World War I, the international politic agenda has been shifted 

toward how managing conflict among states manifesting in establishing 
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international regimes. The very first is League of Nation, intergovernmental body 

that aims to sustain international peace and security with stipulating international 

law. Unfortunately, its principle did not sufficient to prevent wars among states.

United Nation then was established as successor of League of Nations with new 

principle that discourages states aggression2. In certain ways United Nations 

succeeded to become medium for states’ conducive interactions and cooperation.

The role of United Nation had broadened to more complex. At the same time, 

conflict and war entered the new level. The world faced peace, as characterized by 

absence of state-to-state war, however the legacy of war, proxy war and 

colonialism itself had created another dimension of conflict, internal war. The 

increasing of internal war were mostly occurred in failed states, the states in 

which the governments are struggling for legitimacy and unable to establish good 

government. There are three major of reason why failed states are susceptive of 

internal war. First, liability of governments to eradicate structural problem such as 

poverty and hunger creates internal instability. It also means the incapability of 

state to run the country. Second, concerning survival that is inaccessibility of 

natural resources and the dissatisfaction of the fact that only few people only 

enjoy it. And third, disparaging between tribes and how government favors 

particular ethnicity resulted to social discontent. The accumulation of those causes 

invokes the emergence of belligerents, the part of society who urges the change of 

government in unconventional way, in this case political violence. The 

government on opposite side, unable to find the way to solve the problem,
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therefore the state apparatus (military) confronts the belligerent through war that.

The result of this war beside there was the large scale of abuses, affected beyond 

the border. The refugees fled to neighbor countries looking for shelter. Here, the 

problem transferred to neighbor country. The natives were dissatisfied to share 

already limited resources with refugees; therefore the fight could not be avoided. 

The spill over effect of internal war invokes anxiety of regional instability. The 

concept of peace is no longer focusing the absence of conflict between states, but 

has extended to domestic level. United Nation was challenged to make some 

action when conflicts extended to mass violation of people and particularly breach 

of international peace. Because simultaneously, there is raising awareness by 

global community regarding human rights. States are not only the party of human 

rights enforcement. Thanks to globalization, it is no longer becoming concern of 

state but also global community who participated in it. The great concern of 

global community toward human right issue especially toward internal war had 

given birth non-state actors to play significant role in international politics, among 

other things; establish international regimes and non-governmental organizations 

(NGOS) aiming to observe implementation of human rights within states. Their 

transnational status (membership is cross border and throughout the world) has 

enabled them to do so. As the sponsor of several important international human 

right treaties such Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the organization that 

had mandate to protect international peace and the largest number of member 

states, United Nations is expected to address the issue3.
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United Nation sub-unit; United Nation Security Council or UNSC is legal 

body that authorizes to deal with threat of international peace and security. The 

body has mandate from UN Charter Chapter VII that allowed to all necessary 

means to restore international peace and security4. Among its functions however, 

does not explicitly mention concerning internal war. However, the potential threat 

of internal war itself toward international peace required UNSC to do some action. 

In terms of internal conflict UNSC had military intervention or in this case 

humanitarian intervention with the purpose to assist for casualties, embark peace

and stop open conflict and at same time gather the conflicted parties to reach 

conflict resolution. Among other UNSC roles that create polemic is humanitarian 

intervention. Humanitarian intervention by definition is external military 

intervention to conflicted states in order to reduce tension meanwhile gives 

humanitarian assistance to casualties5. The debate started from the purpose of the 

military intervention and the possibilities of intervention. Regardless of the 

debates, the role of keeps growing and more significant. 

It is acknowledged that trend global politics to favor humanitarian 

intervention. Thanks to modern technology, the transfer of information can be 

reached to one place to another in matter of second. The human rights 

organizations easily spread the news regarding internal war in order to attract and

certainly the role of humanitarian intervention. Within UN scope, the states seem 

to unite their voice to eradicate mass violation of civil war. However it is not easy 
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to measure humanitarian performance or internal acceptance of states. Even 

though humanitarian intervention is executed the fact shown that in some cases 

the reluctance to intervene and the possibility to divert intervention itself exist. 

The most basic reason returns to the problem of disrespect to sovereignty. The 

matter of humanitarian intervention is not solely the concerning the acceptance of 

consent parties, however how the interventions affect non-consent party, 

especially those who perceived to relate to it. Sovereignty versus human rights is 

endless debate on global politics. On the surface it is true that states agree the 

importance of humanitarian intervention, however between within grey area, is 

unpredictable. But for certain, national interest in the end comes first, meaning 

participation or agreement on collective action that is humanitarian intervention is 

preceded by cost and benefit calculation6. It is not possible to divide between the 

states who consciously agree and another who do not, because a state policy in 

global forum is based on state’s domestic rationality, except countries that

bandwagon7 with great powers. Instead this research picks one of the concrete 

precedent of state rationality, China. 

China is one of the states that oppose the idea of universalism of human 

rights. Chinese government is authoritarian with Communist Party owns the 

highest authority and adopts socialism tenets in governing the country. As 

socialist country, it highly values the concept of cohesion. Internal cohesion is 
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very important to endure its existence from external threat, especially geopolitical 

interest of global power. Therefore any means are necessary to preserve it, 

including eliminate those against the government. People who considered being 

threat with their critics toward government would be arrested without trial, put as 

prisoner of conscience and sometimes using torture and abuse when they were 

investigated. China domestic policy later would strain its position in international 

system. Most developing countries commit themselves to be part of international 

human regimes

Economic reform that led China to become new actor in global system had 

move China become more pragmatic but still perceived independence, mutual 

respect, and non-interference in its foreign policy in order to accommodate its 

development. Within duration of 20 years China experienced rapid economic 

growth with more than 10 % GDP annually. Particularly in 1992, China could 

manage to change its status to become global economic power8. Thus, it could 

increase its political advantage. It has more power to be independence as state and 

influence the others. China will cooperate with large amount of aid and debt 

interest relief9. Moreover, China’s model of cooperation is contradicted compared 

to Western’s model. China provide large sum of aid and investment without the 

political conditions. It is another way to respect mutual sovereignty according to 

China belief.
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Later, economic growth is imbalance with supply of fuel. Even the country 

is the fifth largest of crude oil producer, domestic supply does not sufficient to 

meet industries needs. China starts hunting for oil throughout the world, including 

Africa and Latin America. Though Middle East is where China imported its oil 

mostly, it intends to have diversification of oil sources, to minimize the risk of 

global oil price’s volatility10. In this matter, China has increasing its cooperation 

and trade in Africa, supplementing with investment and aid. The new status of 

China adding with its new interest in the continent has led the country to revitalize 

its relation with African countries that had been stagnant before.

China and Sudan have officially closed the tie in 1959, four years after the 

establishment of Asia-Africa Conference. With Sudan, China as well historically 

related with commemoration of Chinese Gordon. General Charles George Gordon 

was reputable honored by Chinese upon his triumph to terminate Taiping 

rebellion in the period of Qing Dynasty. He then stationed in Sudan but killed in 

Khartoum in 1885. However, the connecting point through historical relation does 

not necessarily deepen China - Sudan relation. From late Premier Zhou Enlai to 

Hu Jin Tao’s visit to Khartoum each in 1964 and 2007, the state kept stressing its 

foreign policy on sovereignty, territorial integrity, and non-interference 11 .

Therefore, China endured its relation with Sudan under two governments (first 

parliamentary government that conducted the state after independence from 

United Kingdom in 1956 and second military government who seized the power 
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through military coup in June 1989). As stated before, China cooperation has 

decreased during its economic development period instead had showing upsurge 

in 1994 with Sudan. Khartoum showed its interest for China to develop 

Sudanese’s oil sector.  After agreement of energy cooperation in 1995, China state 

owned company CNPC had started its operation in 199712. China’s entry in Sudan 

was coincided with ongoing internal tension between government and opposition.

Soon after the contract, China become Sudan largest trading partner with China is 

the largest importer of Sudanese product with 60% share of total import and the 

largest arm trade partner while China imports oil 6% of total share from Sudan. 

In 2003, the conflict between Government of Sudan and Sudan Liberation 

Movement/ Army and Justice and Equality Movement (JEM) breaks out in Darfur 

region. Crisis in Darfur soon categorizes as ‘war crime’, ‘genocide’, and ‘war 

against humanity’ when large-scale of human rights violation occurs. The 

discrimination had initiated revolt in Sudan, instigated by opposition parties 

Sudan Liberation Movement/Army (SLM/A) and Justice and Equality Movement 

(JEM) and Government of Sudan had retorted through Sudan Armed Forces 

(SAF) and government backed-militia or so-called Janjawid13. The SFA used 

combination of aerial bombings raid and proxy forces (Janjawid) and both parties 

militarily equipped. By 2008 the crisis had caused heavy violation of human 

rights when two hundred thousand were killed, 2.5 millions were displaced, 
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gender and children abuse, and subsequent impact such as hunger and refugees14.

United Nations called for termination of civilians attack with passing United 

Nation Security Council Resolution 1556 in 2004 and embargo for imposing arms 

trade embargo to Sudan and established peacekeeping forces UNAMID (African 

Union/United Nation Hybrid Operation in Darfur) four years later 15 .

Humanitarian crisis in Darfur is worsening and lasting for more than five years 

since the eruption. Many efforts have been done including effort to deploy 

peacekeeping forces open access for humanitarian aid under United Nation 

authorization with joint forces with African Union that initially deployed troop in 

Darfur but later stated incapability to continue the operation. President Al-Bashir 

refused the peacekeeping, arguing that joint forces had attempt to dismember 

Sudan16.

During this crisis spanned in 2003-2008, relation between China and 

Sudan was relatively unaffected even consider to be more intense when both 

states planed to increase its military cooperation in 2007 and President Hu Jin Tao 

made his tour in Africa to relieve debt of thirteen African countries including 

Sudan. China mostly took side with Sudan in international forum, such as 

abstaining toward UNSC Resolution 1556 and threatening to veto if economic 

embargo was passed. China initial response shown it did not want to approach Al-
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15 United Nations Peacekeeping Mission: in the Sudan. Accessed on 25th February 2012. 
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16 Council on Foreign Relation, 2009, Darfur: Crisis Guide (Interactive Publication). Accessed on
25th February 2012, Available at: http://www.cfr.org/sudan/crisis-guide-darfur/p13129
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Bashir since Darfur crisis is internal problem of Sudan 17. In the subsequent 

UNSC resolution China seemed to withhold sanction to be put upon Sudan with 

stating that sanction was not the right solution to solve problem and also the 

disagreement for UNSC conducting military force on alleviating Darfur crisis. 

Moreover, China refusal of international involvement in Darfur crisis was 

effort to protect its national interest in Sudan. As the largest investor in Sudan and 

the close economic ties partner made Sudan as strategic partner for China in 

expanding its influence in Africa. However, China expansion received constraint 

from international community that regarded China expansion in Sudan overlooked 

humanitarian value. The terms genocide stated by United States later become 

backfired for China due to publication of western-based media and NGOs such as 

Human Right First, and Save Darfur Coalition. In addition, the report from NGOs 

unilaterally blamed China for its involvement in Sudan. The allegations are for 

China arms transfer during UN embargo, China support toward Sudan in UNSC 

resolutions and China partnership with Khartoum that worsened Darfur crisis.

China continuing support toward Sudanese government in Darfur,

seriously strains its reputation when Olympic 2008 will take place in Beijing. 

International community planned to organize boycott on the event18. Dream for 

Darfur Organization campaign Genocide Olympic aimed for China to force 

Government of Sudan to cease the war. It also asks major sponsors to persuade 
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Chinese government regarding Darfur crisis, such as McDonalds (McD), General 

Electric (GE), Anheuser-Busch, Microsoft and Volkswagen. Popular figures such

as Mia Farrow and George Clooney, expressed their concern toward Darfur and 

urged Chinese government to enforce Sudanese government. Eventually Steven 

Spielberg resigned to become creative consultant for opening ceremony. Later, 

Beijing was anxious its reputation will be damaged; it voted ‘yes’ on UNSC 

resolution no 1769 to deploy UN peacekeeping forces entering Sudan (previously, 

it mostly abstained)19.

The pressure from international society had strained China’s foreign 

policy. As like previous experience during Tiananmen Massacre, human rights 

still become issue for China since the government possesses negative record on 

human rights protection. Even though China had signed and ratified several 

international covenant regarding human rights. The current international system 

has enabled external view of domestic matter and in some cases disadvantageous 

for state’s interest. Darfur crisis had been thorn for China foreign policy, even 

though inarguably Darfur is not part of China territory. However following action 

done by China to reduce tension in Darfur, suggests its sensitivity toward external 

pressure. International pressure came from many sources; the NGOs, public 

figures and states have affected its foreign policy that demand China to become 

responsible stakeholder. China was forced to adjust even in the situation it has to 

involve in domestic problems of other country that certainly contradicted with the 
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nature of its foreign policy in order to prevent negative opinion toward China. The 

subsequence action done by China has depicted its effort to adjust its national 

interest and international pressure.

1.2 Research question 

The significant position of human right protection within global politics 

had enforced states to balance its national interest and external expectation. China 

as a country that even though does not favor humanitarian intervention has been 

struggled to balance between both. Ignorance is not the choice, considering its 

peaceful rise policy would be contradicted, therefore involvement must be done. 

During the span time of UNSC performance in dealing with internal war, China is 

careful in its policies and statement. Because the issue of human rights itself, 

reflects how far another states to look up on its own country. Engaging itself on 

Darfur Crisis was revolutionary step that China has been made. However it is too 

soon judge China’s action as full acceptance of humanitarian intervention. In 

another forums, China kept voicing the need to respect sovereignty. 

In order to get comprehend understanding regarding China foreign policy 

this research will use neorealism perspectives in international relations for 

analysis two contradicting events in the period of Darfur Crisis. Neorealism will

be used to analyze China foreign policy and constructivism for structure of 

international regimes of human rights. Two points of view will be presented. First 

from China’s standing point reflected in its foreign policy, particularly the 

reasoning, goal, and its effort to achieve. It will be stressed on its foreign policy 

after it acquired status as global economic power with becoming more pragmatic 
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and practical in pursuit national interest for its economic sustainability and 

international image. The second from global community, in particular United 

Nations and Western countries that discerns the responsibility of all actors in 

international relation, state and non-state to mitigate humanitarian crisis even the 

conflict took place within the boundaries of a state. The main argument in this 

research is China’s foreign policy in Sudan is more pragmatic with holding 

mutual respect of sovereignty and overlooks the growing tension of conflict in 

2003-2008 and when it finally agreed to become more responsible actor to reduce 

Darfur crisis it only conform its position in international stance. The conformation 

was significant since there was no progress in Darfur crisis and the latter large 

scale negative publication promoted by Western-based media and NGOs toward 

China close relation with Sudan and refusal to support UNSC resolutions on 

Darfur. Based on this argument this research entitles “China’s Policy in 

Resolving Darfur Crisis in the period of 2003- 2008”.

This thesis had several questions related to the topic. These have purpose 

as guidelines for further research. 

1. What is China foreign policy during the period of Darfur crisis in 2003-

2008? This question aims to explain the nature of China foreign policy in 

Sudan in 2003-2008. The analysis will focus on China interest toward its 

relation with Sudan, especially in political and economical aspects.

2. Why does China’s foreign policy experience strain? This question aims to 

consider the role of external pressure as influencing factor of China 

foreign policy. 
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3. What is the implication for China’s external relation and how the state 

responds to it, especially under UNSC and bilateral level? Becoming the 

new global economic power puts China to be more responsive of global 

issues such as mitigating war crime. The recognition as conducive player 

in international stance is important for China’ national interest as well. 

With questioning the external implication of its foreign policy, it aims to 

explain the reason of changing policy.

1.3 Research objectives

1. To elaborate China’s foreign policy in Sudan, the driven factors, the 

purpose and goal.

2. To identify factors that contributes international critics for China foreign 

policy in Sudan.

3. To identify implications for China foreign policy and evaluate its response 

to regain international support.

1.4 Research Contribution

1. This research aims to observe China foreign policy in Africa, especially 

Darfur as the recent case. With relating Darfur crisis and China foreign policy, it 

aims to understand China grand interest in Africa. Regardless informality relation 

that had been shown between China and Sudan, China has interest to develop its

relation with Sudan as model bilateral relation with other countries. This model, 

as the country hope, challenges Western model of relationship that creates 

dissatisfaction.  In another way is important to analyze China relation with Sudan 

and hope this research become the starting point of the forthcoming research.
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2. With observing China and Sudan relation, it expects to create general 

reflection on China domestic policy. This research opens the new question of 

China, whether it domestic politics will be affected by its decision in international 

forum that seems to allow external intervention. This reflection is important to 

analyze China upcoming behavior dealing with internal and external forces 

regarding human rights.  

1.5 Organization of Thesis

The thesis will be organized into several divisions as follow:

• Chapter 1 Introduction

o This chapter presents the brief story of development of 

international politics, in which the change of its structure to 

become more conducive to cooperate and create global effort to 

protect human rights. Moreover, the development of humanitarian 

intervention enables external forces to look inside the domestic 

problem of sovereign states. This chapter presents the background 

of Darfur crisis, how this internal matter become part of 

international issue starting with international effort to cease the war 

and China’s struggle to respond it during Olympic 2008.  

• Chapter 2 Analytical Framework

o This chapter elaborates the literature reviews and conceptual 

framework that employed in the research. Literature reviews 

consist of several journal of China’ foreign policy studies and 

human rights studies as well. The neorealism theory and following 
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concepts related to research such as foreign policy, human rights, 

humanitarian intervention, hegemony and diplomacy of shaming 

will be discussed in this chapter.

• Chapter 3 Research Method

o The methodology of this research will be presented in this chapter. 

Starting with explaining the type of the research is qualitative 

which required analysis emphasizes on the non-statistical source of 

data. The latter 

• Chapter 4 Findings and Discussion

o This chapter is formed based on cross-examination of both data 

and concept. The acquired data will be analyzed using the concepts 

presented in Chapter 2. This chapter is started with describing 

human rights and humanitarian intervention in China’s practice,

then continue to main section that aims to answer research 

questions. The last is the analysis of the case using neorealism 

perspectives.

• Chapter 5 Conclusion and Recommendation 

o This chapter summarizes the whole research. In addition, the latter 

presents recommendation for China in managing its foreign policy 

in dealing with both its interest and international pressure.  

• Bibliography

• Appendices
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